The final period of decay of a turbulent motion occurs when the effects of inertia forces are negligible. Under these conditions the instantaneous velocity distribution in the turbulence field may be solved as an initial value problem. It is shown that homogeneous turbulence tends to an asymptotic statistical state which is independent of the initial conditions. \ In this asymptotic state the energy of turbulence is proportional to t~1 * 3 and the longitudinal double-velocity correlation coefficient for two points distance r apart is e~r* lSvt, where t is the time of decay. The asymptotic time-interval correlation coefficient is found to be different from unity for very large time intervals only, showing the aperiodic character of the motion. The whole field of motion comes gradually to rest, smaller eddies decaying more rapidly than larger eddies, and the above stable eddy distribution is established when only the largest eddies of the original turbulence remain.
I t has long been a standard practice in hydrodynamical research to seek conditions under which the Navier-Stokes equations become linear. For instance, the theories of slow motion of a viscous fluid, and of small perturbations to a basic flow, have each been well developed. It is thus natural to inquire if there are any circumstances under which the quadratic inertia terms play no part in the problem of turbulent motion. The immediate answer is th at when the Reynolds number is low enough the inertia forces are negligible compared with the viscous forces, and the governing equations are effectively linear. Despite this tremendous gain in simplicity, con siderations of low Reynolds states of turbulence are rare in the literature, and not always accurate. Theoretical investigators may have hesitated on account of the fact th at no experimental evidence demonstrating clearly th at inertia forces were negligible has yet been presented. I t will be seen below that this is simply because measurements of turbulence have not been made at sufficiently low Reynolds numbers.
It is the essence of the phenomenon of turbulence that there is a continual transfer of energy from large to small eddies. This transfer, which maintains the high rate of dissipation characteristic of turbulent motion, is entirely a result of the action of inertia effects. Consequently it is slightly anomalous to speak of a low Reynolds number state of turbulent motion in which inertia effects play no part; local regions of the field will in fact have a stable laminar motion. The motion is only turbulent in the sense that it is the last stage of decay of a motion which was formerly turbulent in the precise sense. But it would be too confusing to term it a stable or laminar state of turbulence, and we propose that it be called the final period of decay of the turbulence. The term has already been suggested in a previous paper (Batchelor & Townsend 1948) in a consideration of the decay of isotropic turbulence. In th at paper it was shown that there is an initial period in the decay of isotropic turbu lence during which the energy decays according to the simple law m2 oc£-1 ,
( 1*1) and the viscous and inertia forces are of comparable importance, and th at after a certain time there is a transitional period during which the law of energy decay is changing. The inference-it was not possible to obtain direct evidence by making measurements at greater times of decay-was th at the law of energy decay was tending towards th at which ultimately obtains in the final period, viz. w2oc£~*,
(1*2) the inertia forces then being negligible. The measurements to be presented below are concerned wholly with isotropic turbulence and do in fact confirm the law (1*2). But it should be noted th at all decaying turbulent motions will have their final period, with certain characteristics in common. Some of these common features emerge from the analytical discussion to be given in § § 3 and 4.
R e c a p it u l a t io n o f p r e v i o u s d i s c u s s i o n s o f is o t r o p ic

TURBULENCE AT SMALL REYNOLDS NUMBERS
All previous investigators have considered the law of energy decay and the double velocity correlation. The turbulent energy per unit mass of fluid is § while the double-velocity correlation is completely specified by 2 and the function /(r, <), where u2f(r, t) is the correlation at time t between parallel velocity components at two points distance r apart along a line parallel to the velocities. With the neglect of any inertia forces, the Navier-Stokes equations supply the following equation for / and u2:
where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. When r energy equation
where A is the dissipation length parameter.
Von Karman & Howarth (1938) appear to be the first authors to have neglected deliberately the inertia effects in order to investigate isotropic turbulence at low Reynolds numbers. They considered only those solutions of (2-1) which are functions of rjA (= i j r ,say) alone, and effectively assumed th at the energy decays according to the law -u2 oc (2) (3) and thence th a t A2 = (10 jn) vt, where n is left undetermined. They showed th at there is a singly infinite family of such solutions involving n as parameter, viz.
where Mk m(z) is a confluent hypergeometric function. There does not appear to be any absolute reason why the solution (2*3) and (2*4) for an arbitrary value of n should not represent the way in which the turbulence changes in practice provided th at the appropriate correlation function can be produced at any instant. But as has already been pointed out (Batchelor 1948 ), it appears to be possible to do this only when n = §, so far as turbulence produced in the laboratory is concerned. Whe r 00 .
n < §, the function (2*4) is such th at ^4/(^) is infinite, which is unlikely to J 0 /* 00 be true under practical conditions, while when f , ^4/(^) d\jr = 0 and f(ft) is • Jo negative for a certain range of values of xjr, unlike measured values of /. Since /* 00 1 r*f(r)dr, is independent of the time of decay (Loitsiansky 1939) , if Jo A, = foo
•> « r4 /dr is neither zero not infinite a t any instant, it will remain so. Thus t i e parJo ticular case n = f , which leads to u2cc t~*, f(r,t) = e~r2l8vt, (2*5) is the self-preserving solution which one might expect to find in an experiment.
In the same year, Reissner (1938) This energy decay law of Reissner is not correct, even though equation (2-9) represents correctly the motion of the fluid in the final period. It can be shown th at as a consequence of the condition of incompressibility of the fluid, the constant in (2'10) is identically zero, and a higher order term varying as £0)~* replaces the expression (2-10). I t will be seen in the following sections th at Reissner's idea of solving the equation for the instantaneous local velocity in the field is capable of yielding many useful results. Loitsiansky (1939) has remarked that equation (2-1) is similar to the equation for the conduction of heat in a spherically symmetrical five-dimensional tem perature field. Using this analogy, the relation between u2 f at times t a n d i0 is known to be
where
The law of energy decay is found by putting r
Sn2u2(t0)
Oin (2-11), i.e.
S v (t-t0)J s*ds. ( 2-12)
Thus, in general, the law of energy decay and the correlation function depend on, and are uniquely determined by, the conditions at time t0. Loitsiansky points out th at for the special initial conditions given by (u2 f ) to = 00 when r 0, = 0 when 0, (u2 f)ior*dr = A (finite), Jo (2-13) the integrals of (2* 11) and (2*12) can be evaluated to give
These special initial conditions are described as referring to a 'point source of strength A ' in view of the corresponding problem in the heat analogy. Millionshtchikov (1939) independently obtained this special solution in the same way; he interpreted the solution as describing the turbulence which exists subse quent to an initial random distribution of concentrated line eddies, provided that the effect of triple correlations is ignored. This is true in the sense th at initially the velocity correlation is non-zero for r -0 only, account for the third (and most important) of the initial conditions (2-13). In any case it is not practically possible to create a state of turbulence in which inertia forces are negligible during its whole history, so th at the special initial conditions used by Loitsiansky and Millionshtchikov have no reference to real turbulence. Sedov (1944) covered much the same ground as von Karman & Howarth, Loitsiansky, and Millionshtchikov, and pointed out the relation between the para-_ |*00
meter n in von K&rm&n & Howarth's family of solutions and the value of r^fdr. Jo Finally, it was shown by one of us (Batchelor 1948 ) that, whatever the conditions a t t = t0, the energy decay and correlation function derived from equation (2*1) tend to the forms (2*14) and (2*15) as t-+co.This follows readi of the general solutions (2* 11) and (2*12) a t large values of (provided th at we accept the restrictions th at A is neither zero nor infinite). There is thus a unique asymptotic solution in the final period, the asymptotic correlation function being completely self-preserving in shape. I t was also shown th at such a self-preserving correlation function can only exist when inertia forces are negligible, and is neces sarily an asymptotic solution under such conditions.
Mathematically, the position is this: th a t of the infinite family of self-preserving solutions derived by von Karm&n & Howarth, a certain number only are asymptotic f 00 solutions for arbitrary initial conditions. Initial conditions for which r*fdr is neither J 0 zero nor infinite (as will normally be the case in practice) give an asymptotic decay law such th at u2 oc t~*, corresponding to n = § 00 p 00
conditions are such that rxfd r -0 but rQ fd r 4= 0, the asymptotic decay law Jo Jo is obtained by taking the next term in the expansion of the exponential in (2*12)
and is of the form u2 oc t~i, corresponding to . Likewise, if r*fdr is i /* oo _ J 0 but I r2fd r is finite, the asymptotic decay law is oc corresponding to 1 Jo and so on, all half-integral values of n providing possible asymptotic solutions. The corresponding asymptotic correlation functions are readily obtained from either (2-4) or (2-11).
Physically, the conditions under which turbulence is produced (at any rate, in l* CO a laboratory) will ensure that r3 4fd r is neither zero nor infinite. Hence the solution Jo which will be found when the inertia forces are negligible, and when the time of decay is sufficiently large, is u2cc t~*, f(r, t = (2-1 3.
N ew a p p r o a c h to t h e p r o b l e m
A new approach which, like Reissner's investigation, considers the local or unaveraged turbulent velocities will now be presented. The asymptotic decay law and correlation function already obtained, and other new results of interest, will be deduced ab initio. We confine attention to the case of zero mean motion.
When the Reynolds number of the turbulent motion is so low that inertia forces are negligible, the Navier-Stokes equation becomes
where ui s a typical velocity component. Using the equation of continuity, th pressure is found to satisfy the equation
Since a potential function cannot have a maximum or a minimum in the interior of the field, the only possible bounded solution for an arbitrarily large fluid field not containing solid boundaries is that p is independent of position. Hence the equation for u reduces to^ = vV2u.
(3'2) ct Each velocity component therefore changes with time in the final period of decay in the same way as a similar distribution of temperature in a homogeneous medium. The velocity components change independently of each other, and if the equation of continuity is satisfied at any time, it remains satisfied at all subsequent times. Since the velocity components do not interact with one another, symmetry con ditions on the turbulence become of secondary importance and any component can be considered in isolation.
If the spatial distribution of u is known a t the instant from which the time is measured, the solution of (3*2) is
as is well known from the study of other physical problems governed by the equation (3*2). The field of turbulence is here assumed to have (large) dimensions 2a, and 2y in the x, y and z directions. The restriction to a finite field is not significant and could be removed-at the expense of simplicity-by using Fourier transforms of the velocity distribution in a manner similar to Reissner's investigation.
The turbulence can thus be calculated if it is known at some instant. Naturally, only the statistical characteristics are likely to be known a t the initial instant, so th a t (3-3) is not directly useful in its present form. The task is to use it to deduce the development with time of various mean values. The advantage of this explicit solution for the velocity field is th at it provides a means (which may not always be practical!) of determining the development of any of the statistical characteristics of turbulence during the final period of decay.
The mean value of any quantity associated with the turbulence will be regarded as defined by a space integral, viz.
Implicit in this definition of a mean value is the assumption th at the turbulence is approximately homogeneous.
D ouble velocity correlations in the final period
Consider first the correlation between two parallel simultaneous velocity com ponents at two points P and P', where P P ' has the projection £ in the the velocity components and projections y and £ in tw Using (3-4),
u (x, y, z, t) u(x + g,y + y,z dxdydz. (4*1) Substituting from (3*3) for the two velocities in the integrand gives a multiple integral for R in terms of conditions at
if a is sufficiently large. Putting X ' ■ = X + a,
The other two sets of integrations give a similar result, so that (a,b,c, 0) 00 J -00 J -00
where the limits of integration are again written as infinite without causing a signi ficant error. Equation (4-3) is typical of the relations between mean values at two different instants in the final period of decay.
Our interest lies chiefly in the possibility that the mean values in the final period tend to asymptotic forms which are independent of the initial conditions. With this in mind, consider the expression (4*3) for large values of t. More precisely, let vt be large compared with values of a2 + 62 + c2 ( = s2 say) for which 0) is large enough to contribute to the integral. The exponential will then be approxi mately unity, and the right side will be independent of £, and £, unless £2 + £2 (= r 2 say) is of order vt. That is, the correlation coefficient at time t is approxi-mately unity unless r2 = 0 (vt).Hence 2(aE, + is o order ( vt)~x , and (4*3) can be written (> -s JinJ1 *"■ 6 > c'0 ) (4-4) only the first few terms of the series being required.
There are two simple lemmas which will be used in evaluating the contributions from different terms in the series expansion. The first is th at Equation (4*7) describes the asymptotic behaviour of the most general spaceinterval double-velocity correlation and shows th at the initial conditions are rele vant. But there are certain special cases, which also happen to be important, in which the effect of the initial conditions is confined, at most, to a multiplicative constant. The most important special case is r -0, giving the asymptotic law of energy decay as " Thus the integral on the left side is constant, and on taking the particular case in which a is very large, the relation (4-5) follows.
in agreement with the deductions described in § 2. When = £ = 0, B(g, C , t) degenerates to the longitudinal correlation previously denoted by u2(t)f(£,t);, hence, making use of (4*5) again, W ith the proviso th at the integral in (4'8) and (4-9) is neither zero nor divergent, all longitudinal correlations should tend to the form (4*10) in the final period of decay. I t should be noticed th at no assumptions about symmetry of the turbulence have yet been made, and the result (4-10) in no way depends on isotropy. The only assumption made is th at the turbulence is approximately homogeneous. In point of fact, in a field of uniform mean flow a state of isotropy will usually have been attained before the decay is sufficiently far advanced for the laws (4-8) and (4-10) to apply, so that this generality may not have much practical use. When the turbulence at the initial instant t = 0 is isotropic, the triple integral in (4*8) and reduced:
Decay of turbulence in the final period (X',0) 2^l(2nvt) exp and r has disappeared from the analysis. Hence, regarding the reference to the point x, y, z as understood,
R ( r , t) = u(
When t is sufficiently large, (4-11) is valid so that the asymptotic form of the timeinterval correlation coefficient is
Although (4-13) is valid for all values of r such that 0, (4-14) requires [v{t -I t)]* to be large compared with the spread of the spatial correlation at = 0. In a practical experiment r/t would normally be small enough for (4-14) to be written as 1-tV(t2/<2).
The form of this time interval correlation throws a little more light on the nature of the final period. Equation (4-13) shows that, roughly speaking, the only change in the velocity a t any point is a gradual diminution corresponding to the decay of the whole pattern of turbulence. The shape of the spatial distribution of velocity remains approximately the same as t increases, the steeper gradients being modified most. The turbulence may be described as aperiodic (in time), like other flow fields dominated by viscosity.
Finally, the most general double velocity correlation coefficient involving both space and time intervals may be found, by analysis similar to th at leading to (4-13), to be a simple product of the correlation coefficients already discussed. Since
u (x ,y ,z,t-$ T )u (x + £,y + ij,z + £,t + $T)
it follows that M(a?,y,M-$r)tt(a;-l-g,y + ff,g + £,* + | t) = -R(t,<)______ -R(g, % g,
and the asymptotic form may be obtained from the results already derived. In particular, the longitudinal correlation coefficient tends to the form 536 G. K. Batchelor and A. A. Townsend
Measurements of turbulence in the final period
To produce isotropic turbulence whose decay may be observed over a sufficient interval for the establishment of the final period of decay, it is necessary to use a grid of very small mesh. I t is known th at the initial period of decay extends to about 150-mesh lengths from the grid, and a decay range much greater than this is required if a reasonable range of the final period is to be available after the transitional period. A mesh of 0-159 cm. was used in the experiments, allowing measurements to 1040-mesh lengths downstream from the grid. This grid, is of the biplane type, and made of stretched eureka wires of diameter 0-030 cm. I t is geometrically similar to grids previously used (Batchelor & Townsend 1948) , with a spacing-diameter ratio of 5*33. Measurements were made of the turbulent intensity, of the dissipation parameter A, and of the longitudinal double velocity correlation a t an air speed of 615 cm.sec.-1, and of the turbulent intensitj^ a t air speeds of 895 and 1280 cm.sec.-1. The respective mesh Reynolds numbers, RM = UMjv, are 650, 950 and 1360. grid a t 150 cm.sec.-1 (RM -635), rather more accurate measurem period are possible and these are included in the results.
The technique for the measurement of the turbulent intensity and the length A has been described previously (Townsend 1947) , the only significant change here being the upward restriction of the amplifier frequency response in order th at an adequate signal-noise ratio should be available when measuring the differentiated signal.
The scale of the turbulence produced by a 0-159 cm. mesh is so small that the distance between two hot-wires with finite velocity correlation is difficult to measure accurately. I t was therefore decided to measure the auto-correlation function of the output of a single hot-wire, and to compute from it the longitudinal double velocity correlation. If F(r) is the auto-correlation for a time int longitudinal correlation is related to it by fix) = F(Ut), provided th at the turbulence does not change appreciably (apart from its translation with velocity U)in a time r/U. This assumption is nearly true if the turb level is low, as has been shown by the experimental verification of the relation between the spectrum and the correlation function of isotropic turbulence (Taylor 1938 ). I t is even more likely to be accurate under the conditions of these experi ments, viz. very low turbulent intensities and weak diffusive properties.
To measure the auto-correlation, the hot-wire anemometer output must be compared at times separated by a constant but adjustable interval, which is done by delaying the transmission of the fluctuations. The anemometer output is recorded a t two points on a magnetic tape driven at constant speed, and each recorded signal is reproduced after a time interval determined by the tape speed and the distance between each recording point and the corresponding reproducing point as measured along the tape. The correlation between these reproduced signals is measured, and the appropriate correlation interval is the difference of the time delays of the two reproduced signals. In this way, not only are effects of slight distortion minimized, but both positive and negative time delays can be used. A detailed description of the magnetic tape time delay equipment will be published separately.
A survey of the turbulence behind the 0-159 cm. mesh showed that, although the mesh appeared completely uniform to the eye, considerable spatial variations of intensity occurred across the tunnel, and it became evident that these were caused by slight non-uniformity of the mesh. The authors' notion is th at at Reynolds num bers close to values which are critical for the instability of the laminar flow imme diately behind the grid, small large-scale irregularities in the grid will cause the production of widely different levels of turbulence behind different parts of the grid. That the effect is due to large-scale irregularities is confirmed by the comparative 538 G. K. Batchelor and A. A. Townsend insensitivity of the intensity distribution to quite large small-scale irregularities, such as th a t produced by omitting one element of the mesh. This intensity variation, although it is annoying, is not a serious obstacle, for the turbulence shows extremely weak diffusive properties, and the transverse intensity profile remains nearly similar during a decay of intensity in a ratio tw enty to one. This is evidence th a t the tu r bulence consists of eddies nearly independent of one another. The effect of nonuniformity has been removed from the results by averaging the intensity over a considerable part of the tunnel section. I t is probable th a t the mean intensity obtained in this way is a good approximation to the intensity behind an ideal mesh. For reference, figure 1 shows a line representing the known variation of A2 in the initial period (Batchelor & Townsend 1948) , viz.
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and this adequately represents the range to = 160. At this Reynolds number then, the asymptotic energy decay relation in the final period is established after 400-mesh lengths. Measurements of intensity and of A2 at higher speeds are given in figures 2 and 3, but experimental difficulties in the measurements of A at high speeds and low intensities make the results for A2 at large xjM rather irregular. I t is evident from the intensity plots that the setting up of the final period asymptotic decay cannot occur here before xjM = 600 and is probably not complete before = 800. I t can be said th at the slope of the A2 versus x/M curve is less than 10 except in the initial period, but the interesting values for x/M 700 are subject to con siderable uncertainty. Supposing the asymptotic decay law toward the limits of observation, we find the following values for A, x j M and A.* The double correlation function is plotted in figure 4 as a function of rjA for several decay times, the value of A being taken from the radius of curvature a t r = 0 in each case. Also shown is the theoretical asymptotic form of the function, viz.
fir) = e-ir2/A\
The agreement is good and adequately confirms the existence of the predicted correlation function.
Decay of turbulence in the final period
N a t u r e o f f i n a l p e r i o d d e c a y a n d c o n d i t i o n s f o r i t s e x i s t e n c e
The present experiments confirm the existence of final period decay of isotropic turbulence for x/M > 400 a t a mesh Reynolds number of 650, and verify the theoretical predictions of decay and correlation. The final period flow may be described as an aperiodic approach to complete rest. Asymptotic forms of the decay law and of the correlation functions may be inferred, even though neither the details nor the statistical characteristics of the initial motion are known. I t has been found that, during the final period, turbulent energy diffuses very slowly down an intensity gradient, and th at the time correlation is close to unity over a considerable range of time. This all points to a high stability and uniformity of structure of the motion, and it is likely th at the turbulence consists of almost independent eddies. Such eddies would lose energy by viscous dissipation, and simultaneously would increase in size by viscous spreading, occasionally amalgamating with an adjacent eddy but only rarely. The limited extent of the spatial correlation suggests th at the shape and structure of the eddies is simple, and th at they have a limited range of sizes. Con firmation of these surmises would be very difficult to obtain, as the only practical method would seem to be the measurement of three-or four-point correlations.
In order th at final period decay should be possible, it is necessary th at inertia forces should play a negligible part in the turbulent motion. For the asymptotic relations to apply it is then necessary th at decay shall have progressed so far th at the initial conditions have been obliterated by viscous action. To express the first condition exactly requires a knowledge of the turbulent structure, but, if it can be assumed that ©7[©7 , has the same value at all Reynolds numbers (Batchelor & Townsend 1947) , then the condition th at inertia plays no part in determining the vorticity balance is that 301 4-7 nS0 = 15 if the decay law is such that u2 oc £~*, i.e. f. If the cor normal form, the second condition will include the restriction M > L l i.e. l e x i s ') ' This means that the decrease of Rx with time is extremely s is much greater than 15, it is most improbable th at the final period can be attained in a practicable decay time, e.g. a reduction of by a factor of 4 would require decay for a time of order 1000£0. Since the initial period usually extends for about 150 mesh lengths, the reason why previous wind tunnel experiments have not detected final period decay relations is apparent.
In figure 5 , values of Rx calculated from the results in figures 1 against xfM . The expected behaviour is an initial range where Rx is constant followed by a more or less gradual decrease. As nearly as can b<> made out, at the lowest Reynolds number in the experiments (RM -650), the final period decay law sets in at about xj M = 400 where Rxx 5. At the next higher Reynolds final period decay was not certainly observed, although the value, R x = 5, is attained when xjM -650. Although the use of a simple Reynolds number criterion for the existence of final period flow is in general unjustifiable, there is nothing in the present results against the empirical, necessary criterion, Rx < 5.
